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MATHEMATICS 
ADDENDUM 
"ON INTEGRATION THEORY" 
BY 
T. P. SRINIVASAN 
(Communicated by Prof. J. POPKEN at the meeting of November 26, 1960) 
The proof of Lemma 3 (i) of my paper "On Integration Theory" 
(Proceedings, Series A, 63 (1960), 137-144) is valid only for measurable 
sets of finite measure. However, the consequence:; derived from this 
lemma viz. Lemma 3 (ii) and the results in § 3, continue to be valid. 
Their proofs may be modified as follows: 
Lemma 3 (ii): 
Ex[ex,{J)E A* for some fJ>ex>O=-EEA*. 
Proof. It suffices to show that E II FE A* for every set Fin A of 
finite measure. In this case, F X [ex, {J) E A and hence 
E=(Ex[ex, {J)) 11 (Fx[ex, (J)) E A*. 
Since X(E)<(fJ-ex)).(F)<oo and E II F=(E)a for every a E [ex, {J), the 
result now follows from Lemma 3. i) as amended above. 
3. To prove that f is a measurable function if and only if its ordinate 
set Q1 is a measurable set for the associated measure space (A*, X). 
The proof for the "only if" part goes without change. Assume now 
Q1 to be measurable. We shall show that the sets Ea = [f >a] E A* for 
every a, thereby establishing the measurability of f. It suffices to show 
that Ea II E E A* for every E in A of finite measure. LetS =Q1 11 (EX [a, b)), 
b>a. Then SEA* and is of finite measure. Hence by Lemma 3. i) above, 
almost all sections of S are measurable. In particular there exists a 
countable dense set of points rn, n= L 2, ... such that Sr is measurable 
n 
for every n. But for any n, 
Sr = (Qt)r II E or rp according as rn E [a, b) or not 
n n 
=[f>rn]IIE or rp 
C [f>a] II E=Ea II E. 
00 
Hence U Srn C Ea II E. Further, 
n~l 
xEEa=-f(x)>a=-f(x)>rn>a for some rnE[a,b)=-xE[f>rn]. 
00 00 
This shows that Ea II E C U Sr and we conclude that Ea II E = U Sr. 
n n 
n~l n~l 
The measurability of Ea II E now follows from that of Sr for all n. 
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